
Year 7 Geography Scheme of Work  Term 1  

Topic: What is Geography? 

Overview: The main purpose of this unit is to explain to students what is meant by geography, what they might expect to learn from 
it, and its value. Students will grasp that geography is about people, places, and the relationship between them. Students will 
identify characteristic features of their ‘new’ school’s locality, which will help to make the area distinctive. They will begin to explain 
how and why places may be connected with other places, and begin to offer some explanations for the patterns they identify. 
Students will begin to use geographical skills such as, field sketches,  locate places using atlases, recognise and interpret graphs, and 
map skills. 

Key Terms: Physical geography, Human geography, Economic geography, Environmental geography, atlas, latitude, longitude, 
graphs, data, maps, scale, grid reference 

SMSC:  Geography encourages the awareness and develops fascination of the wider world in terms of human and physical features.  
Students are given the opportunity to discover the lives of different people and landscapes around the world, giving them an insight 
into their natural environments. In looking at their own locality and others in the world, students’ sense of identity and community 
can be strengthened. Students also develop  skills to go out and explore the world.  

Cross-curricular: Maths- handling data and drawing graphs 

Differentiation: Mixed ability groups, extension and challenge questions, differentiated activity, teacher support and prompts will be 
available within each lesson 

Assessments: Assessments, homework, strategic questioning, classroom discussions, self-assessment 

Resources: Connections Textbook, Powerpoint, Handouts, worksheets 

National Curriculum Links: Locational knowledge: extend their locational knowledge and deepen their spatial awareness of cities 
within the UK and the world’s countries using maps of the world 



Human and physical geography: understand, through the use of detailed place-based exemplars at a variety of scales, the key 
processes in human and physical geography and understand how human and physical processes interact to influence, and change 
landscapes, environments and the climate. 

Geographical skills and fieldwork: build on their knowledge of globes, maps and atlases and apply and develop this knowledge 
routinely in the classroom and in the field. Interpret Ordnance Survey maps in the classroom and the field, including using grid 
references and scale, topographical and other thematic mapping, and aerial and satellite photographs. 

*Each lesson will begin with a starter and end with a plenary 

Key question Learning Objectives Activities  
What is geography? I can identify the 3 main types 

of geography and begin to 
recognise these. 

Discuss with students to find out their ideas as to ‘what is 
geography?’  
Define physical geography, human geography, and 
environmental geography. Students start a glossary of 
geographical terms and write meanings in their book. Students 
look at illustrations and photos to identify the features of the 
types of geography.  Students produce a poster to illustrate the 
different types of geography.  

How do we study geography? I can identify important 
features of a place and its 
location. 
I can familiarize myself with 
the new school environment 

Develop students understanding of how to describe places, using 
photos and annotated field-sketches. It is important to ask key 
geographical questions to describe places in geography. Students 
look at photos, which includes physical features and human 
features and write a descriptive paragraph. Students take a tour 
of the school and draw an annotated field-sketch.   
HW: Students draw an annotated field-sketch of their from a 
vantage point  e.g. bedroom window 

How can we find out where 
places are? 

I can locate places using 
latitude and longitude. 

Explain to students how places can be located using a globe or an 
atlas. Imaginary lines called latitude and longitude are drawn 
onto the globe to help us find places. Students complete 
activities 1-3 in Foundations textbook pg. 11, activity sheet 1.2 



HW: Identify and locate countries on a map of the world using 
latitude and longitude  

How can we use graphs in 
geography? 
 

I can draw graphs to present 
data. 
I can analyse graphs to identify 
geographical patterns. 

Graphs are useful to geographers because they show 
information in a clear and simple way.  Introduce different types 
of graphs and the way they are used by geographers.  Students 
draw a bar graph and a line graph and analyse the data.  
Foundations textbook pg.12-13, activity sheet. 

How can we show direction? I can identify the 8 cardinal 
points of the compass and use 
compass directions on maps. 
 

Explain to students how maps show what things look like from 
above and they are useful because they give information and 
show where places are. Begin with simple mnemonic ‘Never Eat 
Shredded Wheat’ to help remember the position and order of 
the cardinal points. Students try to think of any other 
mnemonics. Activity sheet 7.1 simple direction puzzle to 
introduce directions.  Students work on activities 3 and 5 
Foundations book pg. 93 

How can we measure distance? I can use scale on a map to give 
and receive information about 
distances. 

The skill of measuring scale is taught using the text and examples 
on pg. 94 of Foundations textbook.  Students complete activities 
1-5 
 activity sheet 7.3  
HW: Measure distance and give direction from Gloucester to 
various cities in the UK on a map. 

What are grid references? I can give and use four figure 
grid references accurately. 
 

Grid references are very useful in helping us to find places on 
maps. The Foundations textbook contains a structured build-up 
through the stages of giving references. Students work through 
activities 1-5 on pg. 97 to develop the skill of giving four figure 
references. Find the treasure activity sheet.  
HW: ICT research- exploring another country of their choice: 
draw map and annotate human and physical features 
 

 



 

  


